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sjr scientific journal rankings scimago journal country May 20 2024 sjr scientific journal
rankings display journals with at least citable docs 3years apply download data 1 50 of
29165 title
impact factor wikipedia Apr 19 2024 the impact factor if or journal impact factor jif
of an academic journal is a scientometric index calculated by clarivate that reflects the
yearly mean number of citations of articles published in the last two years in a given
journal as indexed by clarivate s of science
journal citation reports Mar 18 2024 journal citation reports offers data and analysis
on journal performance and impact across disciplines and regions
of science master journal list wos mjl by clarivate Feb 17 2024 journal citation
reports our journal profiles offer a wide array of leading indicators descriptive data and
compelling visualizations to help you make evidence informed decisions about where
to publish
journal metrics science aaas Jan 16 2024 this page provides journal profiles
turnaround times citation distributions and citation based metrics for the science
family of journals and is updated on a semi annual basis aaas the publisher of the
science family of journals is a signatory of dora and believes that a range of metrics
should be used to evaluate journal quality
journal impact factors apa publishing apa Dec 15 2023 the journal impact factor jif as
calculated by clarivate analytics is a measure of the average number of times articles
from a two year time frame have been cited in a given year according to citations
captured in the of science database
journal metrics scientific data nature Nov 14 2023 the journal impact factor is defined
as all citations to the journal in the current jcr year to items published in the previous
two years divided by the total number of scholarly items
journal citation reports Oct 13 2023 explore the impact and influence of journals in
various disciplines with journal citation reports a comprehensive resource for citation
data and analysis
journal metrics nature portfolio Sep 12 2023 the 5 year journal impact factor available
from 2007 onward is the average number of times articles from the journal published
in the past five years have been cited in the jcr year
measuring a journal s impact elsevier Aug 11 2023 citescore metrics are current a
monthly citescore tracker keeps you up to date about latest progression towards the
next annual value which makes next citescore more predictable comprehensive based
on scopus the leading scientific citation database clear values are transparent and
reproducible to individual articles in scopus
journal impact metrics the lancet Jul 10 2023 the journal impact factor is published
each year by clarivate analytics it measures the number of times an average paper in
a particular journal has been referred to elsewhere in scientific literature
statistics journal impact factors springer springer Jun 09 2023 announcement of
the latest impact factors from the journal citation reports researchers consider a
number of factors in deciding where to publish their research such as journal
reputation readership and community speed of publication and citations
journal citations reports jcr clarivate May 08 2023 evaluate journals with a
multidimensional view of a journal s impact and influence view citation metrics
including the journal impact factor tm jif tm and journal citation indicator tm alongside
descriptive open access statistics and contributor information
journal impact factors annual reviews Apr 07 2023 the jounal impact factor jif is a
measure that provides a ratio of citations to a journal in a given year to the citable
items in the prior two years more information is available from clarivate download
annual reviews 2023 edition jcr rankings in excel format
an introduction to journal impact factor clarivate Mar 06 2023 over 9 000 new
journals from more than 3 000 publishers have received a journal impact factor for the
first time learn how to to promote your jif responsibly
journal impact factor jif clarivate Feb 05 2023 journal impact factor jif definition the
average number of times articles from a journal published in the past two years have
been cited in the journal citations report jcr year when to use it
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journal impact factor if measuring your impact impact Jan 04 2023 for every
journal covered the following information is collected or calculated citation and article
counts impact factor immediacy index cited half life citing half life source data listing
citing journal listing cited journal listing subject categories publisher information
what is journal impact factor elsevier language services Dec 03 2022 impact factor if is
a measure of the number of times an average paper in a journal is cited during a year
clarivate analytics releases the journal impact factors annually as part of the of
science journal citation reports
journal metrics nature Nov 02 2022 the journal impact factor is defined as all
citations to the journal in the current jcr year to items published in the previous two
years divided by the total number of scholarly items
2023 impact factors for mdpi journals released Oct 01 2022 twenty nine of our journals
received their first impact factor this year accounting for more than 5 of the journals
accepted into the of science last year the following data includes journals indexed in
scie or ssci for the full list of journals covered in of science see here or consult the
journal citation reports tm
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